2 symbol a it transits to the state s 1 . The automaton accepts the input word if starting from the initial state, after reading the whole word, its control unit transits to one of distinguished final states. Usually, a finite automaton is represented by a graph. Figure 1 single-stranded overhang in the input word represents not only a symbol, but also a state, i.e. a pair <state; symbol> whereas 3' single-stranded fragments in transitions rules contain bases, which are complimentary to bases in the input word. In the automaton computation DNA molecules representing transition rules pair with the input word, the restriction enzyme FokI cleaves the first symbol of the input leaving a sticky end representing the next pair <state, symbol>. Such operations reflects the action of a finite automaton. However, a small number of <state, symbol> codes represented by 4-nt sticky ends left by the action of FokI is a serious disadvantage of such machine. However, it sufficed to encode all possible transitions of the two-state automaton 10 . Attempts of more effective coding or change of restriction enzyme led only to three-state three-symbols automata 12,13 .
We propose to employ two restriction enzymes (or potentially more) creating sticky ends of various length. This enables us to extend the capability of the DNA-based finite 3 automaton. Such studies has not been performed so far. In our experiment we used AcuI and BbvI restrictases (Figure 2 ). The action of the whole machine is shown in Figure 4 . 
Materials and methods

Materials
Restriction enzymes (REs) BbvI and AcuI used as hardware were from New England Biolabs. REs used to prepare DNA molecules representing components of the automaton, BsmAI, ClaI, BsrDI, NotI and AcuI were from New England Biolabs. T4 DNA ligase, T4
polynucleotide kinase (PNL) and pJET 1.2 plasmid were from Fermentas. Synthetic oligonucleotides (liophilized, 200-nmol) were from Metabion. All other chemicals and bacteria media were from Sigma.
Preparing of automaton's components
General scheme of preparing automaton's components is different than in the Shapiro team 10 . We propose to built a "DNA library" representing software molecules inserted in plasmids in bacteria (E. coli). Once prepared DNA molecules can be used later.
Single-stranded oligonucleotides were labelled AB1, AB2, T661,T662, T671, T672, t1, t2, according to represented components of the automaton (AB1 and complementary AB2 - 
Computation reactions
This reaction was run for 1.5 h in NEB4 buffer at 37ºC. Reaction tube contained a set of DNA fragments representing input and transitions molecules, 1u BbvI and AcuI as well as 7 chloroform and izoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and sorted by 8% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Conclusions
Our experiment has indicated a new direction in the extending of DNA-based finite automaton by employing two restriction enzymes acting in one tube. This creates an opportunity to implement more complex finite automata and other theoretical models of computers like pushdown automata or Turing machines by using potentially more restriction enzymes. We also proposed to built DNA library of inputs and transition rules, which can be used as needed. In the future we plan to determine the influence of: the length of input, number of states and non-determinism of the automaton on the functioning of finite automata. Table 1 . The codes of all transitions of 6-state 2-symbol finite automaton.
* Contact: sebastian.sakowski@op.pl Table 1 The codes of all transitions of 6-state 2-symbol finite automaton. 
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